Your extracellular vesicle toolbox
EXCYTEX is specialised in providing researchers customisable liposomal solutions. Depending on your
needs, XCX‐mimics can resemble the content and physical properties of your research topic, with added
functionalities such as fluorescence, drug loading and specific targeting. Furthermore we are continuously
extending the extracellular vesicle toolbox. Two concepts in development are shown below.

Membrane Liposomes

Liposomal Standard

Approach: Provide us with cultured cells and EXCYTEX
will return nanoparticles of defined size with membrane
proteins. Although there may be contamination of
internal membranes, this method allows for relatively
cheap and easy biological controls.

Approach: to develop stable liposomes of
precisely defined sizes that have the same
characteristics as vesicles. Size differences and
concentration between particle batches should
be as low as possible to compete with
standardised beads

Cellular lipids are used to form
membrane liposomes:
* 50% right orientation of
membrane proteins
* cheap and straightforward
Cell lysis
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Besides lowering size differences EXCYTEX is also
working on mimicking and altering other
properties such as compressibility, light scattering
and zeta potential.
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Differential Centrifugation

Questions, comments or
collaborations? Please visit
us at our stand!

As a scientific start‐up, we are delighted to see that the European Union stimulates research and innovation, while
underlining the importance of Small en Medium Enterprises (SME's). Horizon 2020 is aimed at securing Europe's
global competitiveness and promises more breakthroughs and discoveries by taking great ideas from the lab to the
market, through coupling research and innovation with an emphasis on excellent science.
Researchers looking for collaboration or endorsement of their proposals can contact us to see if our research goals
align. Since Horizon 2020 focuses on bringing ideas to the market, a letter of support from a scientific SME can be a
valuable contribution.

www.excytex.com

